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ABSTRACT

The microscopic basis for a recent phenomenological
theory for the thermodynamics near T c of weak itinerant
magnets is presented. Calculation of dynamic renormalization effects within paramagnon theory justifies the previous assumption of weakly temperature dependent GinsburgLandau a and P coefficients. The cutoff on the fluctuation phase space is found to go as q m ~(T c )^' 3 rather than .
the usual inverse coherence length. In spite of the phase
space reduction, as Tc'-» 0, the phenomenological description becomes exact in a temperature region of order T c .
However, it is found that the a and ^ coefficients must be
determined phenomenologically since no small parameter
enters the calculation of their overall magnitude.
INTRODUCTION
Recent work * on spin fluctuations has explained why the random
phase approximation for the Hubbard model U £ n.~ n.. for a conduction band gives incorrect predictions for the experimental susceptibilities of extremely weak itinerant magnets. One faces the problem
in deriving the Ginsburg-Landau functional
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where T = TN(€p) is the reduced temperature, h is a unit normalised
field representing magnetization fluctuations, and the partition
function Z/Zn * < e" > is given as an ensemble average over the h
fields.
The comparison with experiment fails if one assumes, as in the
theory of superconductivity, that the order parameter susceptibility
X o c < |ho|2 > is given by Ofl calculated in the ladder approximation
(RPA). The point is that 0to»A*l-2PN(6F) contains temperature dependence due only to the thermal average N(eF) of the density of states.
This results in the- extremely weak dependence O^p^-C3^p^(T»0)+e(Tz).
Now in weak magnets X~l is observed to have linear3 rather
than quadratic dependence on T over several T c . Further the Curie
coefficient obtained by
y expanding
p g
^p^ aroundc its zero is proporpp
/
tional to €p/Tc, whereas experimentally this number should be more
like unity.
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The suggestion of Murata and Doniach* (hereafter called I) la
that the leading temperature dependence in X" 1 may come from the pp
term. With the Hartree factorization
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of the P F term, the model is solvable, and we obtain.

with I « N
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D . Not too close to T c , 4 is roughly

'

| Q -fla /2x Up , with fl the atomic volume. The 0_ term can thus
provide the required Curie temperature dependence in X provided q,,
is sufficiently large.
The magnitude of q m is not given, as one might expect, by the
inverse of the finite or zero temperature coherence length. Rather,
it is argued below that the momentum sum defining { encompasses the
thermal modes. If these modes are assumed to be overdamped para*
magnons with width F(q) ~ q-*, one immediately obtains qra ~ T*'^, a
result obtained from less obvious means below. The anomalously
large q m and partial success of the fluctuation model is thus due
to the extremely "shallow" q 3 paramagnbn dispersion.
LOWEST ORDER DYNAMIC COUPLING
The free energy (1) does not omit the finite (Matsubara) frequency modes. These have been integrated out and because of coupling
effects renormalize Op and Pp. To lowest order in this coupling the
dynamic susceptibility is given by
2 2
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where i\ » < % f a ( 1 ^ 0 T | / 2 , 7 - 2V F /(2* UN(€ F )), and OQ and P Q are
nominal values given by ON(e F ) and P N ( « F ) in the notation of I, Here
a ( D is a functional
of D qn -Dq(w n ) and the electron Green's function
t ] " 1 » where u is the Matsubara frequency:
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The primed sum implies for m>0, only values of q > q_ are taken; the
rest are included in |. The q m is determined variationally.
Converting the Matsubara sums in the standard fashion to Integrals in the complex
plane, we deal with terms in the temperature
derivative of oK 1 ) as follows: 1) The derivative^with resgect to
explicit Fermi factors generates terns of order T and T6iT. 2) The

tern containing th« boson factor n(u) can be written, after u s e Manipulation, ae:
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The cutoff q^ is determined by requiring that
vanish. As shown below, this condition reducess to o -»
-» T l A 3)
3) The
Th
3^(1) ^ '
lapllclt dependence on n generates a tera "XT— S • The explicit
a»(D tad)!
fom for % — *» ^ —
< 0 Is found to be

(3)
q
r(q) » 7q(ntn.2q2)* He see that (3) is approximately constant
and of order unity. Thus
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Integrating this and defining ij • <yf^T(/2 t we find to order

K«ir» efc*1', which is also found to be of order one, la O ^ , evaluated for n»0 and T-Tc. Equation (4) shows the qualitative way the
dynaaic renomslisation effects enter. Co«parable corrections are
expected froa higher order couplings since IM(«.>*1 appears to be
the relevant paraattter.
OF
This is rather delicate. Writing

- (7q/2)dfc<r2(q)+w2)/dw, we integrate (2) by pare*. We
next aplit up eh* ve'.ght of q(

C5)
into a iorenttian part and a function g of unit weight and asymptotic
behavior g(x)/x - x**. Substituting (5) and forming the derivative
(5= + -=r xr-l » w* obtain a sum of term* proportional to
^2k,

III (t) on* nay sat ij"O l/3
to good approxinatlon* On* than obeaina a
mm of the font ««».+bT +cT dfe/dT, «hich fiaa th« aolutioa V * /4
Iha coafflel«nt can ba obtained nuawrically from (6) if nccaasary.
SltCUSSlOM
It was aaauawd in X that th« taayaratura dapandanea «f ou and
iy i* iclatlvaly vaak. Tha above auggaaca fairly vaak ?*iiT daptnioncCf with m coafficitnt which prasunably cannot b« raadiljr calcu*
tatad. Wowavar, at *am point for sufficiantly lew Tc» wt axpact
tka T*' 3 dapandanca froa pfti to doainat* and tlta andat (1) to
bacoaa appropriata.
Crltaria for tht validity of tha Havtraa approximation to (1)
ara givan
in I in tarmc of tha two small par«aatara T / T Q and
« » T 2 /(T-T c )«T 0 . Since T o <» %, tha Kartree theory bacoaaa valid
at ewffieiently low T e over a range determined eaaantially by the
cMataaeyy of % and ef.
|T-TC|C|/T 6tt t )
f Ibis la presumably
p y
As aMntioned
in
the
A
t i d
i I,
I Sc
S l 3ln with
ith T c - 6K
6K fits
fit
th «odelt whereas
ZrZ«2 with T. *- 25K does not. Systems with considerably lower T c 's
are presumably required for extremely good fits to the Rartree
theory. However* in the event such systems are found* one may be
able to test for the I 1 ' 3 dependence by including • temperaturedependent q, la the Hartree theory.
. Unfortunately the above reeults seem to indicate that contrary
to the suggestion of HOriya and Kawabata2 a proper calculation of
Of and Pj. from given bandstructurc is not feasible because the
expansion parameter W(Cjr) is not small.
Full details of the calculation will be published elsewhere.
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